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ANALYTICAL GEOMETRY APPROACH FOR INFORMATION SECURITY RISKS 
ANALYSES 
 
The main objective of the paper is to present new approach to assessment of complex risk in 
the process of creation of the information security management systems and design of systems of 
information protection. Main idea of the presented approach is based on the interpretation of 
properties of the plane equation in relevant three-dimensional space of primary probabilities. It 
opens up fresh opportunities for simple calculation of quantitative characteristics of complex risks 
and indicates the way of future investigations of complex risks reflected into analytic geometry 
models. 
Keywords: equation of plane, complex risk, primary risks of information security, 
probability, harm. 
 
Introduction. The risk analysis is one of the bases stages of planning and design of 
information security management systems [1]. The principles and guidelines of the risk 
management process are described in [2]. In common the direct problem of the risk analyses is an 
assessment of the risk on the base of evaluated probability and losses. However in the design of 
systems for information protection the inverse problem must be solved i.e. intervals of variation of 
probability or losses must be appointed on the base of known acceptable level of the boundary 
complex risk R . 
It is known the complex risk security assessment includes risks associated with the losses of 
confidentiality, integrity and availability. That is to say the complex risk security assessment R  is 
some combination of prime risks: boundary risk of confidentiality Cr , boundary risk of integrity Ir  
and boundary risk of availability 
Ar . If risks Cr , Ir  and Ar  are independent one from another then 
the equality 
.AIC rrrR   (1) 
For complex risk of information security is valid. 
In the following H  will denote value of harm (loses) and p  will denote probability 
appropriated. Let us suppose that risk assessment is the product of value of harm H  by appropriate 
probability p  such as: 
pHr  . (2) 
So three similar formulas for prime risks Cr , Ir  and Ar  can be written: 
CCC pHr  , 
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III pHr  , (3) 
AAA pHr  , 
Therefore the equality (1) can be rewritten with right parts of formulas (3) instead of Cr , Ir  
and 
Ar  correspondingly: 
RpHpHpH AAIICC  . (4) 
As is known from analytic geometry [3] every equation of the first degree in the next form 
.DzCyBxA   (5) 
represents the plane in three-dimensional space. Comparison of two models (4) and (5) shows their 
equivalence up to notation. By this reason the attempt of analysis of the complex risk of information 
security on the base of interpretation of properties of the appropriate plane in three-dimensional 
space would be undertaken.  
Two alternative variants exist in this connection. The first: probabilities Cp , Ip  and Ap  play 
roles of independent variables; and appropriate harms CH , IH  and AH  play roles of constants in 
relevant equation of plane. The second: harms Ch , Ih  and Ah  will play roles of independent 
variables; and appropriate probabilities Cp , Ip  and Ap  will play roles of constants in relevant 
equation of plane. 
We will consider only first of these variants on the assumption of the Cartesian coordinate 
system. Another variant will be just the same but probabilities and harms will change places only. 
So, let us assume the plane of the information risk security is represented by means of 
equation 
RpHpHpH AAIICC  , (6) 
here Cp , Ip  and Ap  are independent variables; and CH , IH  and AH  are fixed factors.  
In this case and first of all it must be emphasized that the plane of risks is placed in the space 
of probabilities and all consequent transformation will have relation to this space. After that it 
should be noted that according to theorems of analytic geometry there [3] exists some another forms 
of the plane equation except of formula (6). For example two such forms of equations of the plane 
of information risks will be considered and analyzed: a) intercepts equation and b) normal equation. 
Information security risks appointment on the base of analyses of Intercepts equation 
Let the equation (6) represent the plane of information risks. Left and right parts of that 






















































So the plane of information risks that is represented by equation (7) will intercept interval 
CHR  on the axis Cp , interval IHR  on the axis Ip  and interval AHR  on the axis Ap . It is clear 
that values of probabilities must lie into interval 0 to 1. Therefore lengths of intervals intercepted on 
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that gives relations between complex risk of information security and evaluations of primary harms 
for confidentiality, integrity and availability.  
Now let us select minimum from CH , IH  and AH : 
}.,,min{min AIC HHHH   
After that the system of conditions (8) can be replaced to once equality: 
.minHR   (9) 
It means that value of the complex risk of information security can be appointed as a 
minimum on set of harms acceptable for confidentiality, integrity and availability. 
Information security risks appointment on the base of analyses of Normal equation 
Let the equation (6) represent the plane of information risks. Let us multiply left and right 







  (10) 
So we obtain the equation (6) as next form: 
RMpHMpHMpHM AAIICC   (11) 
If the right part of the normalizing factor (10) insert to the formula (11) instead of symbol M  
































It is known from the course of analytic geometry [1] that the term in the right part of the 
formula (12) is the minimum distance from the origin of coordinates to the plane that is defined by 
the appropriate normal equation. In future this term will be denoted with special label   and we 






  (13) 
Additionally it is known [1] that constants in left part of formula (12) are directional cosines 
of the normal of the plane that is defined by the appropriate normal equation. And formulas of those 





























Thus the normal   can be considered as a diagonal of the rectangular parallelepiped; sides of 
this parallelepiped are projections of this normal   on axis Cp , Ip  and Ap  accordingly: 





























































By this reason the next formulas can be written for calculation of evaluation of minimum 
probabilities Cp , Ip  and Ap , are possible for the prescribed value of boundary risk of information 
security R  under assumption that are known evaluations of acceptable harms of confidentiality 
































These formulas provide an opportunity to estimate probabilities Cp , Ip  and Ap  that are 
possible together for the given boundary of risk assessments R  under allowable harms of 
confidentiality CH , integrity IH  and availability AH . 
So as the normal   is the diagonal of the rectangular parallelepiped and three sides of that 
parallelepiped are probabilities Cp , Ip  and Ap  of harms of confidentiality, integrity and 
availability correspondently we can write formulas for complex probability: 
.222 AIC pppp   (17) 
Probabilities Cp , Ip  and Ap  in this formula can be changed by right parts of relations (16) 
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  (19) 








p  (20) 
and it follows that  
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.222 AIC HHHR   (21) 
This inequality gives upper-bound estimation for acceptable complex risk of information 
security.  
Let’s take minimum harm value 
}.,,min{min AIC HHHH   
On the base of practical considerations and according of formula (9) we should not to accept 
the risk estimation less the minimum permissible harm. Therefore the one-sided in equation (21) 
could be brought up to the two-sided in equation: 
.},,min{ 222 AICAIC HHHRHHH   (22) 
Let us assume 
,min AIC HHHH   
and then the two-sided in equation (22) could be rewritten as follow: 
,3 minmin HRH   (23) 













following conclusion than relation of complex risk of information security to minimum acceptable 
hart should be from 1 to 3 . 
Relations (22)-(24) provide a way in order to obtain the quantity express-estimation of the 
interval of variations of the complex risk value of information security on the base of sufficiently 
general perception about primary harms of vulnerabilities of confidentiality, integrity and 
availability. 
Conclusion. Interpretation of analytical representation of complex information security risks 
in the form of a plane in the corresponding three-dimensional space allows to obtain quantitative 
estimates of acceptable values of probability of acceptable risks needed to justify decisions taken in 
the creation of information security management systems and building information security tools. 
The further research in the tideway of outlined analytic-geometry approach can be directed 
towards the development of understanding of analogies between complex risk and other types of 
equations of the plane in three-dimension space, the migration to multidimensional spaces and the 
passing from plane to nonlinear surfaces. 
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АНАЛІТИКО-ГЕОМЕТРИЧНИЙ ПІДХІД ДО АНАЛІЗУВАННЯ РИЗИКІВ 
БЕЗПЕКИ ІНФОРМАЦІЇ 
Основною метою роботи є представлення нового підходу до оцінювання складного 
ризику в процесі створення систем управління безпекою інформації та проектування систем 
захисту інформації. Основна ідея представленого підходу полягає в інтерпретації 
властивостей рівняння площині у відповідному тривимірному просторі простих 
імовірностей. Це дозволило спростити обчислення кількісних характеристик складних 
ризиків і визначити напрямок їх подальших досліджень за допомогою аналітико-
геометричних моделей. 












АНАЛИТИКО-ГЕОМЕТРИЧЕСКИЙ ПОДХОД К АНАЛИЗУ РИСКОВ 
БЕЗОПАСНОСТИ ИНФОРМАЦИИ 
Основной целью работы является представление нового подхода к оценке сложного 
риска в процессе создания систем управления безопасностью информации и проектирования 
систем защиты информации. Основная идея представленного подхода состоит в 
интерпретации свойств уравнения площади в соответствующем трехмерном пространстве 
простых вероятностей. Это позволило упростить вычисление количественных характеристик 
сложных рисков и определить направление дальнейших исследований с помощью 
аналитико-геометрических моделей. 
Ключові слова: уравнение площади, сложный риск, простые риски безопасности 
информации, вероятность, потери. 
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